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We are pleased to announce that we have Chuck Yung, as our key instructor at this
year’s annual Fall Conference. Chuck is a senior technical support specialist for
EASA and currently chairs the IEEE 1068 Standards for the Repair and Rewinding of
Electric Motors for the Petroleum, Chemical and Other
Process Industries. He is currently working on a new CSA
391 standard for Maintaining the Efficiency of
Synchronous Machines. Chuck joined the EASA staff in
1998 and has authored more than 120 technical articles
and papers, including six published in IEEE Industry
Applications magazine. Those EASA members who have
called on the engineering staff for assistance have
probably spoken or corresponded with Chuck, and will
certainly know of his expertise. I am thrilled that he will
be presenting the following classes on Friday and
Saturday, October 3 and 4:




Root Cause: Winding & Rotor Failures
Root Cause: Bearing & Shaft Failures
Electrical Testing of 3-Phase Motors

Senior Technical Support
Specialist Chuck Yung

Our Fall Conference this year will be in Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, and we can
now announce that it will be held at the beautiful Sheraton Myrtle Beach Convention
Center Hotel, only a few blocks from the beach. We worked hard to negotiate a rate
that would make this meeting attractive for your shop and technical staff as well as
management, only $119 per night (plus tax and 3% “facilities fee”) single or double
occupancy, with complimentary on-site self-parking. As always, our room block is
limited, and as always, we expect it to sell out, so please make your reservations
early! In fact, you can reserve your rooms now by calling 888-627-8203 or online
at a special portal setup just for our meeting:
https://www.starwoodmeeting.com/Book/EASASE2014.
If you try online and it shows no rooms available, please contact the chapter office
and we will try to get more rooms added to our block, but please do not delay. The
sooner we try to add, the better chance we have of doing so. Rooms can be cancelled
three (3) days prior to the event without penalty, so there is no reason to wait until the
last minute!
More information on this meeting including detail class descriptions, cost and
registration forms will be on its way to you soon by email, post or on the chapter
website www.easasoutheast.org!

Taking Data on DC Armatures ‐ Part 2
By Leo Letourneau
Presented at the Southeastern Chapter 38th Annual Technical Forum
Wave Windings
A wave wound armature usually has only 2 circuits in parallel, regardless of the number of poles ‐ but there must
be at least 4 main poles.
The lead location on the commutator makes the shape of the wave coil entirely different than that of the lap. See
FIGURE WAVE‐1. The leads to the commutator from the same section are ALMOST 2 pole pitches apart. A pole pitch
is the distance from the center of one pole face to the center of
the adjacent pole face around the armature. There are NO
FIGURE WAVE‐1
equalizers in this type of winding. (Exception: Some armatures
Armature Core
which are MULTIPLE WAVE wound.) The primary purpose for using
Coil
(steel)
a WAVE winding is to eliminate the need for equalizers. There are
usually as many sets of brushes as there are poles. The WAVE
winding is not as sensitive to variations in a magnetic circuit as a
LAP winding is, and is used most often on medium current
machines.
In a 4 pole wave winding the number of slots and bars must
not be divisible by 2. The coil pitch can be obtained by dividing
slots by poles and adding 1 to the number obtained.
EXAMPLE: Slot‐coil‐pitch: 4 pole, 29 slots, simplex wave. (Most
motors are simplex wave, not duplex or triplex.) 29 slots/4 = 7 1/ 4
+ 1 equals a 1 to 8 slot‐coil‐pitch. A four pole winding can have
either a retrogressive or progressive commutator pitch connection.

Commutator

In a Simplex retrogressive wave winding the current flows
through two coils in series and terminates one bar before its
starting point. See FIGURE WAVE‐2.
In a Simplex progressive wave winding the current flows
through two coils in series and terminates one bar after its'
starting point. See FIGURE WAVE‐3.
COMMUTATOR PITCH FORMULA
Commutator
pitch

=

No. of
commutator bars
No. of pairs
of poles

EXAMPLE FOR RETROGRESSIVE CONNECTION
99 commutator bars, 4 poles
99 ‐ 1 = 98 / 2 = 49 (span) + 1 = pitch of 1 to 50
Since the coil ends must span 49 bars, the pitch connection would be in bar #1 and bar #50.
To check: 1 to 50 + 49 = 99 (1 bar before the start)
When the first coil spans 49 bars and connects in bar #50, the second coil connects to the end of coil #1
which is bar #50, so bar #50 is being used twice, once as the end of the first count for bar #50, and again as
bar #1 of the second count ending in bar #99.

EXAMPLE FOR PROGRESSIVE CONNECTION
99 commutator bars, 4 poles
99 + 1 = 100 / 2 = 50 (span) + 1 = pitch of 1 to 51
Since the coil ends must span 50 bars, the pitch connection would be in bar #1 and bar #51.
To check: 1 to 51 + 50 = 101 (1 bar after the start)
In the progressive connection, the first coil pitch is 1 to 51, so bar #51 is used twice, once as the end of
the first count, and then as bar #1 for the second count ending in bar #101 (bar #2).
A four pole armature can be wound with either a retrogressive or progressive connection. When
rewinding the armature the commutator connection must be the same as the stripped data connection,
otherwise the armature will rotate in reverse and the interpole connection will be wrong for the new
rotation, causing sparking at the commutator and damage to the new winding.
On Simplex wave wound armatures other than four pole, there can be only one commutator pitch. It
can be connected for retrogressive or progressive, but not for both.
EXAMPLE:
6 pole wave wound armature with 103 bars. 6 (Poles) / 2 = 3, so three coils per set are needed to progress
around the commutator. Commutator bars = 103 / 3 = Span of 34, Pitch = 1 to 35, 1 to 35 + 34 + 34 = 103.
Since the last connection terminates on bar before the start, this is a retrogressive connection.
103 BAR COMMUTATOR
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A pitch of 1 to 36 for a progressive connection is computed 1
to 36 + 35 + 35 = 106. This illustrates the rule that armatures
with more than four poles must have only 1 pitch
(retrogressive or progressive) because bar #106 (which is also
bar #3) is 2 bars past the start. A progressive connection
must be 1 bar past its start.

Reference materials and drawings from Direct Current Motors and Generators, by Samuel Heller, P.E., M.S.E.,
Permission from Datarule Publishing Company, New Canaan, Conn.

NEW SOUTHEASTERN CHAPTER OFFICERS SWORN IN

Region 2 Director Lenwood Ireland (R) inducts new
Southeastern Chapter Officers (L-R) President Peggy
Hunnicutt, Vice President Jeff McCroskey, SecretaryTreasurer Doug Hinson

Retiring President Brian Cothran passes the gavel to new Chapter
President Peggy Hunnicutt and accepts a token of appreciation for his
service to the chapter.

Raymond K. Paden, Exec Sec/Treas
1395 Hampton Locust Grove Road
Locust Grove, GA 30248
(678) 782-5961
FAX (888) 511-6336

Board Considers New Permanent Committee

The 2014 Fall Conference will be held at the beautiful
Sheraton Myrtle Beach Convention Center Hotel.

NEW MAILING ADDRESS and PHONE
NUMBERS for the Southeastern Chapter!
EASA Southeastern Chapter
1395 Hampton Locust Grove Road
Locust Grove, GA 30248
(678) 782‐5961
(888) 511‐6336 FAX

At its recent meeting in April, the Southeastern
Chapter Board of Directors considered a proposal to
create a new permanent Affiliate Member Committee
to “enhance relations between the Chapter and our
Affiliate members, increase Affiliate member
participation in the Chapter, encourage Affiliate
member efforts to promote Chapter meetings, and to
add new Affiliate members to the Chapter rolls.”
Creation of a permanent committee will require an
amendment to the bylaws, and a proposal is currently
being drafted to do so. After final approval by the
board, this proposed amendment will be presented to
the Chapter membership for ratification.
In the meantime, new Chapter President Peggy
Hunnicutt has named an ad hoc committee to serve the
same purposes. Just as the eventual permanent
committee will be, the ad hoc committee will include
representatives from three Affiliate member firms and
is chaired by the Chapter Affiliate Representative. Joe
Wilkinson of Affiliate Member firm Bartlett Bearings
in Gastonia, North Carolina, currently serves as
Affiliate Representative, and the Board extends its
gratitude to Mr. Wilkinson for all of his hard work on
behalf of the Chapter.

